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PH YSICAL REVIEW D VOLUME 16, N UMBER 9

Isospin mixing in charmoninm states*

1 NOVEMBER 1977

Myron Bander
Department of Physics, University of California, Irvine, California 92717

(Received 21 June 1977)

The "molecular" charmonium models predict both I = 0 and I = 1 states. The closeness of one of these
(4.028 GeV) to one of its main thresholds and the large electromagnetic mass splitting of its daughters may
induce a large mixing between states of different isospin. This would manifest itself in deviations from unity
of the ratio of charged to neutral decay modes.

The rich structure observed in e'e annihilation
in the energy region between the g' and 4.4 GeV
(Ref. 1) has led to the hypothesis that at least some
of these states are four-quark composites, ' ' or
more specifically bound states of DD, DD*, and
and D D*."' The appellation "molecular"
charmonium has been given to these states. The
isospin of these states can be zero or one. The
determination of the l=1 character of any of these
states would be the cleanest way of distinguishing
them from cc or "atomic" charmonium states,
whose isospin is zero.

Two tests for the existence of I= 1 states were
proposed in Ref. 2: (1) a search for predominantly
even m decay modes of any of these resonances
and (2) peaks in inclusive charged-v distributions
resulting from the decay of a higher-lying res-
onance into a charged one with lower mass. The
first method is, to a large extent, moot as the
dominant decay of these resonances is to charmed
mesons and not directly to v's. The second method
is valid. In this paper we wish to propose another
technique, which, even after the hypothetical dis-
covery of such states, will have an interest of its
own.

One of the most prominent resonances is the one
at 4.028 QeV. ' The method proposed depends on
the existence of a resonance of opposite isospin
with a mass near the above one. We shall make
this more precise below. The aforementioned
rich structure and other estimates' make this
hypothesis plausible. If the above is true then the
closeness of 4.028 GeV to the D D~ threshold and
the D~'-D*' mass difference will induce a sizable
mixing of the I= 0 and I= 1 states. This wonld
manifest itself in the deviation of the ratio

I'(4.028 D D )
I'(4.028 —D'D )

The masses of the charmed mesons are 1IIDo =1865
+3 MeV, MD =1875+5 MeV, MD+o-2005. 7+1.5
MeV, and MD*+ —-2010+3 MeV. In spite of the
closeness of the (4.028) to the D D* thresholds,
this resonance decays predominantly into this
channel; I'(4.028 —D* D*'): I'(4.028 —D D*
+ DOD 0): r(4.028 -D D ) = (0.48 + 0.8): (0.47 + 0.08):
(0.05+0.03). Though not precisely established,
the widths of the resonances above the g appear
to be between 30 and 50 MeV. ' For subsequent
estimates we shall use 40 MeV as a typical width;
larger values would enhance the deviation of R.

For the sake of discussion let us assume that
the resonance at 4.028 GeV has isospin zero and
there is an isospin-one state nearby. None of our
results would change if the isospin situation were
reversed. The Wigner-Weisskopf techniques, as
discussed in Ref. 6, applied to this two-level sys-
tem mix isospins in the (4.028) state:

14.028) = 11=0)+ (2)

The states ~1) are eigenstates of isospin. With
H, the interaction responsible for the decay of
this resonance we obtain

-&0)H, [k, o)&k, o [H, [I&
Mo —Eq+ iE (3)

where M, = 4.028 QeV. Restricting the sum over
o.' in (3) to D*D* intermediate states, we can easily
find q, the imaginary part of the off-diagonal ele-
ment of the mass matrix:

4 is the difference of the diagonal elements of the
mass matrix,

(4)

and

I' =2gg dk 6(M —E )[&i ~H, ~k, )~

from unify (in addition to the P wave phase-space-
ratio of 1.1). Such mixings have been discussed in
connection with the K'-K' and co- p systems. '

Before discussing the mixing formalism, we
will review some pertinent experimental facts. '

2M
q =go&i 1 —

M 0

2M *.1—
Mo

(6)
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g„g, (Ref. 6) entail all parts of the matrix elements
of H, to the I=O and I=1 states except for the P-
wave phase space. In the same notation the par-
tial width of the I= 0 state (aside from small cor-
rections due to mixing) to D~D* is

1",(D*D*)= 2g,' 1—
Mo

2MD ++
+

0

Ass"m '"g' le I
= lgo I

and using the masses and
widths discussed previously, we obtain

I~l = r, (D*D*)/4=6 MeV.

More relevant for experimental consequences of
this interference is the real part, p, of the mix-
ing. This value is difficult to obtain without a de-
tailed model for the off-shell effects in the decay.
%'e may estimate it by evaluating a crude disper-
sion integral in M, of the imaginary part. For
this absorptive part we take the values implied by
Eg. (6) from the D*'D*' threshold to Mo+ 1,. At
this value we set the absorptive part to zero (the
artificial oscillations due to this sharp cutoff do
no affect the real part at M,). With this procedure

lpl=5 Mev. (9)

[One often expects real parts to vanish at a res-
onance peak. However, in this case the imagin-
ary part, Eq. (6), has not reached a maximum at
M„but is still rising, and we obtain a finite real
part. ]

Returning to Eq. (2) and Eq. (1) we obtain

1-(p-ie)/& '
1+ (p —uI)/~

=1 —4p/(M -M ) . (10)

Valuable discussions with Dr. T. Curtright, Dr.
S. Meshkov, and Dr. G. Shaw are gratefully ack-
nowledged.

In the above we have assumed that M, -M,
&,'-(1', —I'o). If the splitting of the I= 1 and I= 0
resonances turns out to be of the order of the
&width this ratio cvould deviatefrom unity by as
much as SOVo.

This effect would likewise show up in the anal-
ogous decays into the DD + DD* modes. Though
the branching ratio into this channel is much high-
er than into DD the latter one is subject to fewer
experimental ambiguities. Should a resonance
exist just above the DD* threshold, a similar
argument could be repeated for it. Admixtures
from nonresonant DD backgrounds are not expected
to be significant, as recent results from the
direct electron counter (DELCO) group'o indicate
that such nonresonant production is very small.

This analysis provides a method for testing the
hypothesis that states of opposite isospin are lo-
cated in the 4 GeV to 4.1 GeV region. If these
states are found by other means, the mixing dis-
cussed here will still have other interests, es-
pecially in studying the properties of the decay
Hamiltonian. To base the parameters of this
mixing on firmer theoretical arguments we need,
in addition to the existence of both isospin states
and a knowledge of their masses and width, a
better determination of the real part. "
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